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Introduction 
Since its introduction USB has quickly taken 
over the PC peripheral market as the 
standard interconnect standard.  USB flash 
drives have replaced CD-ROM/DVD-ROMs 
and floppy drives as a means of exchanging 
data and providing booting alternatives. 
 
While everyone uses USB devices, few 
understand how they work.  A family of live 
Linux distributions has become popular 
among security practitioners. Forensic 
investigators are extremely likely to 
encounter evidentiary flash drives during the 
course of their work.  In this paper, an 
inexpensive device for blocking USB write 
operations is discussed.  
 

Problem Statement 
Plugging a USB flash drive into a computer 
can result in its alteration.  In the case of 
forensic investigation this can destroy 
evidence.  For information security 
professionals, having tools stored on a flash 
drive deleted by anti-virus programs is 
bothersome.  As a result, a practical method 
of blocking write operations to USB flash 
drives is desirable.   
 

Previous Options 
Some older flash drives have write protect 
switches, but such a feature is rare today.  
Commercial write blockers exist, but are too 
expensive for everyday use. 
 

Proposed Solution 
An open source USB flash drive write 
blocker based on the FTDI VNC2 
microcontroller is presented. 
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Benefits of Proposed Solution 

Low Cost 
The devices presented here can be constructed for €20 or less. Commercial write blocker 
devices currently available cost several hundred euros. 

Ease of Construction 
Two different packages are presented.  One package is completed implemented in 
software.  The other package requires the builder to solder four wires from a USB cable 
to the circuit board.  Alternatively, a dual port FTDI development board could be used 
with a USB A-to-A gender changer cable.  Devices are easily programmed using a USB-
based debug board. 

Open Source Solution 
Full source code is freely available.  Redistribution and modification is permitted in 
accordance with the GNU GPLv3. 
 

Implementation 

How USB Flash Drives Work 
In contrast to most USB devices which process commands using the control endpoint, 
flash drives receive commands and transfer data exclusively on bulk endpoints.  Each 
transaction involves 2 or 3 phases: Command Block Wrapper (CBW), Data (optional), 
and Command Status Wrapper (CSW).  Because they use bulk endpoints exclusively, 
USB flash (and hard disk) drives are sometimes called Bulk Only Mass Storage (BOMS) 
or BBB devices. 
 

How Does the Write Blocker Work 
Our device impersonates a BOMS device.  We intercept the CBW and look at the 
command (first byte in the command block itself).  If the command appears on a white 
list of safe commands that won’t alter our drive it is forwarded to the drive and data (if 
applicable) and CSW phases are bridged between the write blocker and the drive.  
Depending on the command, we either fake a successful transaction or report failure.  
The reason for faking some transactions is that some operating systems, namely 
Windows, handle certain failures poorly. 
 

What Platform Will Be Used for the Write Blocker 
The FTDI Vinculum II (VNC2) microcontroller will be used for this project.  FTDI is 
well known for their USB chips (such as the FT232 chip found in some Arduino boards).  
The VNC2 chip supports two USB ports which may be configured to operate as a host or 
slave.  FTDI offers several different development modules to VNC2 developers.  One 



 

package, the Vinco, has an Arduino form factor and has one slave and one host USB port.  
The Vinco allows the write blocker to be implemented completely in software.  A more 
compact device can be constructed using the V2DIP1-32 module.  This does require 
soldering four wires to connect a USB cable to the V2DIP1-32. 
 

How is the Device Constructed 
The Vinco solution is completely implemented in software. If the V2DIP1-32 is used, do 
the following.  First, cut the USB B connector off of a USB cable and strip the four wires.  
Second, unsolder the header pins from the V2DIP1-32.  Finally, solder the four wires as 
follows: Red-V50, Black-GND, Green-U1P, and White-U1M. 
 

Which Commands are Permitted  
The following are passed on to the drive: INQUIRY=0x12, MODE_SELECT6=0x15, 
MODE_SELECT10=0x55, MODE_SENSE6=0x1A, MODE_SENSE10=0x5A, 
READ6=0x08, READ10=0x28, READ12=0xA8, READ_CAPACITY10=0x25, 
READ_FORMAT_CAPACITIES=0x23, REPORT_LUNS=0xA0, 
REQUEST_SENSE=0x03, SEND_DIAGNOSTIC=0x1D, START_STOP_UNIT=0x1B, 
WRITE6=0x0A, WRITE10=0x2A, WRITE12=0xAA. 
 

Getting the Source Code 
The source code is available on the conference DVD.  Alternatively, the author will 
happily provide you with a copy if you request it by e-mail. 
 

Known Issues and Limitations 
The VNC2 operates at USB 2.0 full speed (12 Mbps).  High speed USB (480 Mbps) is 
not supported.  In addition to the lower bandwidth, full speed endpoints utilize smaller 
packets (64 bytes) than high speed endpoints (512 bytes) so the transmission overhead is 
higher as well.  Using this write blocker is noticeably slower than directly connecting a 
flash drive to a computer, but the device is still quite usable.  Because flash drives are 
typically slower than hard disk drives, this device is not recommended for use when 
performing a full backup of an external hard drive.  The author is currently working on a 
family of devices to facilitate forensic duplication of larger devices at high speed. 
 
The device should work with flash drives with block sizes larger than 512 bytes.  This 
functionality is untested, however, as the author could not locate flash drives with larger 
size blocks.   
 
The device has been tested using Windows XP and OpenSuse 12.1 and seems to work.  It 
is possible that other operating systems could cause the device to crash.  It is unlikely that 
the drive will be altered even if the device were to crash. 
 



 

Occasionally, if the drive is not connected shortly after it is detected, the drive will enter 
suspend mode and the device will hang.  Removing and reinserting the device should 
allow the drive to be accessed.  Mount the drive in a timely manner the second time! 
 
If you are doing a forensic investigation as opposed to trying to protect your tools from a 
Windows box, the use of Linux is recommended.  This is due to limitations of Windows 
and how it handles multiple LUNs and non-FAT filesystems.  
 

Summary 
The device described here can be constructed in little time at a low cost.  A USB write 
blocker has applications in both forensics and information security.  The same concepts 
and code used in this device could likely be applied to more expensive high performance 
devices as well. 
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